The interpretation of biblical law found among the Qumran sectarians is a vital key for understanding the sectÕs self-identity.
1 While the documents containing organizational laws at Qumran do uctuate over time and reveal different communities behind them, the biblical laws remain relatively unaffected by these changes and repeatedly re ect a common bias in interpretation.
2 Examination of these biblical laws reveals a common ideology that undergirds the sectÕs identity.
What are scholars saying about the central ideological components of the sect? Some suggest that cultic purity is most important to the sect.
3 But, the question remains, why is purity so important to the group? Others focus on the sectÕs apocalyptic bent as central to its worldview. 4 However, apocalypticism does not explain the matter entirely because other Jewish apocalyptic groups existed in antiquity with very different attitudes toward Scripture than those found at Qumran, with some groups discarding the ritual law altogether. Still other scholars simply regard the sectarians as paranoid fanatics, constantly fearful that they might violate Scripture unintentionally.
5 However, this answer too fails to satisfy completely since the sectarians sometimes add rulings which sound biblical but are far beyond the letter of the law by any de nition, for example, the ritual slaughter of sh , the prohibition of disabled persons from the holy city (11QT a 45:12-14; 1QM 7:3-5; MMT B 42-57), and bathing before meals (1QS 5:13). Thus, none of the above explanations answers the question completely because they do not explain why a particular notion was central to the sect nor how it ts together with the other important components of the sectÕs ideology. While all of these matters were clearly of great concern, how do they t together in terms of priority and goal? What was the driving motivation undergirding these attitudes?
Before attempting answers to these questions, let us describe brie y the law at Qumran. It is well understood that an analysis of a com- , while others, in the sectÕs view, were satis ed with super cial conclusions (CD 1:18), and Òfalsehood was in their studyÓ (4QpNah 2:8). Only the sect ful lled the Torah according to its Òcorrect interpretationÓ . D.R. Schwartz, who has compared Qumranic and rabbinic halakhah, explains the strict legal interpretation at Qumran by pointing to its priestly constituency. As priests, their authority was secured by genealogy. They were not interested in alleviating dif culty in observing the law, but rather they focused on what they considered to be the perfect will of God, whether clearly stated in the law or not. They were interested in settling ambiguity not simply in a manner compliant with the law, but in whatever way would, in fact, most please God. As Schwartz explains, the Rabbis depend on the law for their authority. The priestly community of Qumran did not have to defend their authority since they were born with it as priests. It was more important that the law be defended, from the RabbisÕ point of view, than that one seek to uncover the ne points of the divine will 
